Airside Driver Training
Developed in conjunction with UK Airport Operators, the Airside Driver Training (ADT) course ensures that
students understand their roles and responsibilities to safely drive while airside, and their obligations while on duty
at the airport.
This course promotes a safe working environment by ensuring all airside staff are aware of the dangers involved
in driving, thereby reducing the risk of driving related accidents airside.

ADT Airside Driver Training
Efficient and Effective Driver Training
Our ADT course is a comprehensive web-hosted training course that provides drivers operating airside with
the information and skills they require to fulfil their duties with efficiency and confidence.
Designed for any member of staff who may be employed to operate a vehicle at the airport, each lesson
within the ADT course introduces the user to a new aspect of the job role and explains in detail what is
required from the them while on duty.
This course is based upon the Civil Aviation Publication (CAP) 790 document and it represents an accepted
way of operating safe working practices at airports and the contents of this course are a combination of both
guidelines and directives.

At Quadratica UK we are continually looking for ways to provide our customers with the best functionality, in the
most economic format. Training can be expensive, and the quality of instruction can vary from trainer to trainer.
Our online training courses deliver high quality training, every time.
Scheduling training for a large work force no longer requires the cost of training rooms, or taking staff off the floor.
Our courses are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, so training can be scheduled around staff availability and
convenience.

Reducing Costs
To keep our clients’ training overheads down, we have priced our courses by the unit – if only 2 people require
training, our clients only pay for 2 units, whereas a certified instructor often charge the same amount whether
they are training 2 or 20 people.
We provide training managers with the best possible tools to educate their security staff by continually developing
ground breaking technologies. Our products are designed with a strong focus on our customers’ ever evolving
needs and the shifting landscapes of the security industry.

ADT course overview
Designed for any member of staff employed to operate
a vehicle at the airport, including ramp operators… each
lesson introduces the user to a new aspect of the job
role and explains in detail what is required from the
them while on duty. Modules include:
•
•
•
•

Airside safety
Traffic rules
Danger zones
Procedures for dealing with accidents

Upon completion, each student must complete a
multiple-choice exam. Thereafter the airport is
responsible for the student’s practical driving assessment.
After successful completion of the practical assessment,
the student can be awarded their ADP certification.

Lesson 1: Objectives
Lesson 2: Introduction

Quadratica
Do you want the best training possible?
Quadratica provide the best on-line training systems in the world.
Our track record is second to none and with over 18 years of
experience, the Quadratica Team know what they’re talking about.
We have proven our systems are the best in market sectors such as
aviation, major events and justice environments where failure is not
an option.

Lesson 3: Personal Protection Equipment

Why do we do it?

Lesson 4: Airside Permits

It’s simple. The team at Quadratica want to provide the best possible
training, combined with excellent customer service. We know that
being a provider of the best products and services will lead to a
mutually beneficial relationship... and this is what drives us.

Lesson 5: Vehicle Requirements
Lesson 6: Airside Areas & Road Markings
Lesson 7: General Rules & Regulations
Lesson 8: Speed Limits & Incidents

How do we do it?
We provide products that are second-to-none and we deliver proven
technology to satisfy our customers’ rigorous requirements.
Our products are the best, the easiest to use, the most productive,
offer the best functionality and are delivered ultimately in the most
economic format with which our customers can train users resulting
in the best possible outcomes.

